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Our goal is to develop a compositional real-time scheduling framework so that global (system-level) timing
properties can be established by composing independently (specified and) analyzed local (component-level)
timing properties. The two essential problems in developing such a framework are (1) to abstract the
collective real-time requirements of a component as a single real-time requirement and (2) to compose the
component demand abstraction results into the system-level real-time requirement. In our earlier work, we
addressed the problems using the Liu and Layland periodic model. In this paper, we address the problems
using another well-known model, a bounded-delay resource partition model, as a solution model to the
problems. To extend our framework to this model, we develop an exact feasibility condition for a set of
bounded-delay tasks over a bounded-delay resource partition. In addition, we present simulation results to
evaluate the overheads that the component demand abstraction results incur in terms of utilization increase.
We also present new utilization bound results on a bounded-delay resource model.
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Abstract
Our goal is to develop a compositional real-time
scheduling framework so that global (system-level) timing properties can be established by composing independently (specified and) analyzed local (component-level) timing properties. The two essential problems in developing
such a framework are (1) to abstract the collective realtime requirements of a component as a single real-time requirement and (2) to compose the component demand abstraction results into the system-level real-time requirement.
In our earlier work, we addressed the problems using the
Liu and Layland periodic model. In this paper, we address
the problems using another well-known model, a boundeddelay resource partition model, as a solution model to the
problems. To extend our framework to this model, we develop an exact feasibility condition for a set of boundeddelay tasks over a bounded-delay resource partition. In addition, we present simulation results to evaluate the overheads that the component demand abstraction results incur
in terms of utilization increase. We also present new utilization bound results on a bounded-delay resource model.

1 Introduction
Component technology has been widely accepted as a
methodology for designing large complex systems through
systematic abstraction and composition. Component-based
design provides a means for decomposing a system into
components, allowing the reduction of a single complex design problem into multiple simpler design problems, and
composing components into a system through component
interfaces that abstract and hide their internal complexity.
Component-based design also facilitates the reuse of components that may have been developed in different environments. A central idea in component-based design is to
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assemble components into a system without violating the
principle of compositionality such that properties that have
been established at the component level also hold at the system level. To preserve compositionality, the properties at
the system level need to abstract the collective properties at
the component level.
Real-time systems could benefit from component-based
design, only if components can be assembled without violating compositionality on timing properties. When the timing properties of components can be analyzed compositionally, component-based real-time systems allow components
to be developed and validated independently and to be assembled together without global validation. In the real-time
systems research, however, there has been little attention
to the problem of supporting compositionality with timing
properties. There has been a growing attention to hierarchical scheduling frameworks where components (applications) form a hierarchy [4, 7, 10, 5, 15, 16, 11, 17, 1]. Many
studies [4, 7, 10, 5, 15, 16] introduced methods to analyze
the schedulability of a component in a hierarchical scheduling framework, but did not address the issues of synthesizing the timing properties of a component. Recently, a few
studies [11, 17, 1] began to address the problem of analyzing the timing properties of components compositionally.
Our primary goal is to develop a compositional realtime scheduling framework where global (system-level)
timing properties are established by composing together
independently (specified and) analyzed local (componentlevel) timing properties. To develop such a framework,
the following two problems need to be addressed. (1) The
scheduling component abstraction problem is to analyze the
timing property of a component independently. We define
this problem as abstracting the collective real-time requirements of a component as a single real-time requirement,
called scheduling interface. Ideally, the single requirement
is satisfied, if and only if, the collective requirements of
the component are satisfied. (2) The scheduling component
composition problem is to compose independently analyzed
local timing properties into a global timing property. We define this problem as composing the scheduling interfaces of

components as a single real-time requirement. Ideally, the
single real-time requirement is satisfied, if and only if, the
set of components is satisfied.
In a compositional real-time scheduling framework, the
major issue is how to define a scheduling interface model
in order to specify the collective real-time requirements of
a component. In our earlier work [17], we showed that a
compositional real-time scheduling framework can be developed by using the Liu and Layland periodic model [12]
as a scheduling interface model. We addressed the scheduling component abstraction problem by abstracting a set of
periodic tasks under EDF or RM scheduling as a single periodic task. When a component exports its periodic scheduling interface to the system, the system can thus treat the
component as a single periodic task. Using the same technique, we addressed the scheduling component composition problem by composing a set of periodic scheduling
interfaces under EDF or RM scheduling as single periodic
scheduling interface.
In this paper, we consider another scheduling interface
model for a compositional real-time scheduling framework.
Mok et al. [13] introduced a bounded-delay (resource partition) model   to specify a partition of a time-shared
resource. To use the bounded-delay model together with the
periodic model as scheduling interface models, we should
be able to address the problem of abstracting a set of periodic and bounded-delay tasks into a single periodic or
bounded-delay task. With the known results on periodic
tasks [17], we are able to address the problem of abstracting a set of periodic tasks under EDF or RM scheduling as
a single periodic or bounded-delay task. For the problem
of abstracting a set of bounded-delay tasks as a single periodic or bounded-delay task, a possible approach is to transform a bounded-delay task into a periodic task and then to
use known results on periodic tasks. However, this transformation inherently adds more resource demands. There
has been no known results on bounded-delay tasks that
can be used to address such an abstraction problem without transforming a bounded-delay task into a periodic task.
We thus develop an exact feasibility condition that determines whether or not there exists a scheduling algorithm
to schedule a set of bounded-delay tasks over a boundeddelay resource partition. With this new result, we show that
a compositional real-time scheduling framework can be developed using the bounded-delay model.
This paper also includes new results on utilization
bounds and abstraction overhead evaluations. In our earlier
work [17], we proposed a periodic resource model 
to specify a periodic behavior of a time-shared resource
allocation and presented its utilization bounds under EDF
and RM scheduling. There have been no known utilization
bounds of a bounded-delay resource partition model. In this
paper, we present utilization bounds of a bounded-delay re-

source under EDF and RM scheduling. For a solution to
the scheduling component abstraction problem, we found
that the solution requires a more resource utilization than
the resource utilizations that are required by the task set of
a component. We evaluate the overheads that the solution
incurs in terms of utilization increase through simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of our compositional framework, system models, and problem statement. Section 3
briefly reviews a bounded-delay resource model, and Section 4 presents conditions under which the schedulability of
a component can be exactly analyzed. Section 5 presents
utilization bounds of the bounded-delay resource model.
Section 6 addresses the scheduling component abstraction
problem and explores the abstraction overheads. Section 7
presents related work. Finally, we conclude in Section 8
with discussion on future research.

2. Compositional Framework and Problem
Statement
Our goal is to develop a compositional real-time scheduling framework. In this section, we define a compositional
real-time scheduling problem and identify issues that need
be addressed by a solution. We also provide our system
models and problem statement.

2.1 Compositional Framework Overview
Scheduling is to assign resources according to a scheduling algorithm in order to service workloads. We use
the term scheduling component to mean the basic unit of
scheduling and define a scheduling component  as a triple
 , where  describes the workloads (of applications) supported in the scheduling component,  is a resource model that describes the resource allocations available to the scheduling component, and  is a scheduling
algorithm which describes how the workloads share the resources at all times. A resource  is said to be dedicated if
it is exclusively available to a single scheduling component,
or shared otherwise. We describe a hierarchical scheduling
framework, where scheduling components form a hierarchy
and a resource is allocated from a parent component to its
child components in the hierarchy.
We define the schedulability of a scheduling component
 , after defining some necessary terms. The resource demand of a scheduling component   represents the collective resource requirements that its workload set 
requests under its scheduling algorithm  .
The demand bound function !#"%$'&()+*, of a component
 calculates the maximum possible resource demands that  requests to satisfy the timing requirements

of task * under  within a time interval of length ) . The resource supply of a resource model  represents the amount
of resource allocations that  provides. The supply bound
function -."/$102)+ of  calculates the minimum possible resource supplies that  provides during a time interval of
length ) . A resource model  is said to satisfy a resource
demand of  under  if !#"/$'&3 +)*,45-."/$102)+ for all
task *768 and for all interval length ) . We now define
the schedulability of a scheduling component as follows: a
scheduling component 9 is said to be schedulable, if and only if, the minimum resource supply of  can
satisfy the maximum resource demand of  under  , i.e.,

: *;6< : )=!#"%$ & )+*,34>-?"/$ 0 @)+A

(1)

It should be noted that we consider the schedulability
condition in Eq. (1) as sufficient and necessary. We believe this is a reasonable way to extend the principle of
the traditional schedulability definition. The traditional
exact schedulability conditions such as the Liu and Layland’s EDF schedulability condition [12] have been developed for a situation where each task will request the maximum (worst-case) resource demand every case (with a constant resource supply), even though there may be a task
that actually completes without consuming its maximum resource demand. Following this reasoning, we state the exact schedulability condition under the assumption that a resource provides its minimum (worst-case) resource supply,
even though the resource may actually provide more than
its minimum in some cases.
We define a (scheduling) component abstraction problem as abstracting the collective real-time requirements
of a component as a single real-time requirement, called
scheduling interface, without revealing the internal structure of the component, e.g., the number of tasks and its
scheduling algorithm. We formulate the problem as follows: given a workload set  and a scheduling algorithm
 such that BC is schedulable, where B is a
dedicated resource, the problem is to find an “optimal”
shared resource model  such that a scheduling component   is schedulable. Here, the solution  is
called the scheduling interface of the scheduling component
 . The optimality over a resource model can be determined
with respect to various criteria such as minimizing resource
capacity requirements and minimizing context switch overheads. It is desirable that the resource capacity requirement
D 0 of a scheduling interface  is equal to the total resource
D E of a workload set  . However, D 0 can be
utilization
D E . We define a (scheduling) component ablarger than
D D EHGI to represent a normalized
straction overhead as 0;F
resource utilization increase.
In a hierarchy of scheduling components, a parent component provides resource allocations to its child components. Once a child component 2J finds a scheduling in-

terface J , it exports the scheduling interface to its parent
component. The parent component treats the scheduling interface  J as a single workload model K J . As long as the
parent component satisfies the resource requirements imposed by the single workload model K J , the parent component is able to satisfy the resource demand of a child component  J . This scheme makes it possible for a parent component to supply resources to its child components without
controlling (or even knowing) how the child components
schedule resources for their own tasks.
We define a (scheduling) component composition problem as combining multiple scheduling interfaces into a single scheduling interface without revealing the information
of the multiple scheduling interfaces, e.g., the number of
scheduling interfaces and a scheduling algorithm for the
multiple interfaces. We formulate the component composition problem as follows: given two scheduling components   J  J  J and  ML#LNOLP such that a
scheduling component B is schedulable, where
RQTS?CJ. LVU and  B is a dedicated resource, the problem is to find a “optimal” shared resource model  such that
a scheduling component 9 is schedulable, where
 QWS.JV LVU . Since we formulate the component abstraction and composition problems the same way, it is desirable that a solution to the component abstraction problem
be used to solve the component composition problem.
We define a compositional real-time scheduling framework as a hierarchical scheduling framework that supports
the scheduling component abstractions and compositions,
i.e., supports abstracting the collective real-time requirements of a component as a scheduling interface and composing independently analyzed local timing properties into
a global timing property.

2.2 Compositional Framework Models
As a workload model in our framework, we consider a
periodic task model KXZY[\V , where Y is a period and \ isDaan
`
execution time requirement \]4^Y_ . A task utilization
Kdc U , a workload
is defined as \NF Y . For a workload set =Qb
D E is defined as e `.fhg'E Da` f . SPLet
ikj(cml denote
utilization
the smallest period in the workload set  , i.e., i j(cml Q
noqp `.f,g'E SY c,U . We assume that all tasks in a component are
synchronous, i.e., they release their initial jobs at the same
time. We also assume that each task is independent and
preemptive.
As a scheduling algorithm, we consider the earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm, which is an optimal dynamic
scheduling algorithm [12], and the rate monotonic (RM) algorithm, which is an optimal fixed-priority scheduling algorithm [12].
As a resource model, we consider a time-shared resource
model. A resource is said to be partitioned if it is available
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Figure 1. Bounded-delay model: example.
to a scheduling component at some times at its full capacity
but not available at all at the other times. There are two
partitioned resource models: a bounded-delay partitioned
model [13] and a periodic resource model [17]. Our goal to
investigate how to develop a compositional framework for
an arbitrary partitioned model. So far, we have considered
these two partitioned resource models: the periodic model
in [17] and the bounded-delay model in this paper.
In summary, the problems that we address in this paper
are as follows:

r

We extend our compositional framework by adding a
bounded-delay model   [13]. For this extension, we develop an exact feasibility condition to determine if a set of bounded-delay workload models is
feasible over a bounded-delay resource.

r

r

sbf (t)
Φ

In our earlier work [17], we presented the utilization
bounds of a periodic resource model   under
EDF and RM scheduling. In this paper, we develop utilization bounds of a bounded-delay resource  
under EDF and RM scheduling.
We evaluate through simulations the overheads that the
solution incurs in terms of utilization increase.

3 Bounded-Delay Resource Model
To be able to analyze the schedulability of a scheduling component independent of its context, it is necessary
to calculate the resource supply provided to the scheduling
component. A resource model is to specify such resource
allocations to a scheduling component and to calculate the
resource supply to the component. In this section, we briefly
review a bounded-delay resource model [13] and provide a
new supply bound function for an extended bounded-delay
resource model.
Mok et al. [13] introduced a bounded-delay resource partition model  , where  is an available factor (reI ) and is a partition delay
source capacity) ( sutvT4

t *1

∆ t *1 +Q

t *2 t 2 t *k−1 +Q

t *k t k

t k* +Q

Figure 2. Extended bounded-delay model
with scheduling quantum: supply bound
function.
bound ( sw4x ). This bounded-delay model  is defined to characterize the following property:

: ) J : ) Ly ) J :dz 4^
) L G ) J G z ,{4u|}/~/~/m/ )J.+) L (4>) L G )J; z ,A

Figure 1 shows a bounded-delay resource example.
For a bounded-delay model  , its supply bound function
-."%$  )+ is defined to compute the minimum resource supply for every interval length ) as follows:

G
-."/$  @)+ Q5 3s @) 

if ) y 
otherwise A

(2)

In preemptive scheduling, preemptions may occur at arbitrary time values. However, in discrete-time computing
devices, preemptions may only occur at specified discrete
intervals. Considering there is a minimum discrete scheduling interval, Feng and Mok [5] introduced an extended
   , where  is the minimum
bounded-delay model 
scheduling quantum.
The supply bound function of an extended boundeddelay model 
  X has not yet been introduced. Thus,
we develop its supply bound function -."/$  @)+ that computes its minimum resource supply for every interval length
) as follows:

G 
G I P
u
-."%$[  )+ Q )9? ) x

where

such that

if )6 )
if )6 )

+) 
)  J 


)  Q)  G )  
)  Q  G^I   H
 Q I /AAPAA

(3)
(4)

(5)

Figure 2 illustrates how we define the supply bound function -."%$[  )+ .
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Figure 3. Example of solution
I I1I space
I]\ of a bounded-delay scheduling interface model
workload set  Q S?K J  s1s/ +KdLV s #1 U under EDF and RM scheduling.

Corollary 1 A component 
where >Qlgihkj , if and only if

4 Schedulability Analysis
An essential technique to solve the component abstraction and composition problems is to analyze the schedulability of scheduling components. In our earlier work [17],
we presented exact conditions under which the schedulability of a scheduling component can be analyzed, when the
component consists of a set of periodic workloads and a periodic resource with the EDF or RM scheduling algorithm.
In this section, we extend our initial results to include a
bounded-delay resource model and address the issues in including a bounded-delay workload model.

4.1 Periodic Workload Model





for a

is schedulable,

: stH)342nmpo E  d jrqts !#"/$ ^_>`  +)+34>-."/$ 0 @)+
E is the least common multiple of Y c for all
where mpo
Kdc6  and d rj qts is the maximum relative deadline d c
for all K c 6 .
Proof. This corollary simply follows from Theorem 1 in
[17] and can be easily proven by generalizing the proof of
u
Theorem 1 in [17].

As an example, let us consider a workload set 
Q
algorithm
PS K[J. I s1s I#I K L  I]\ s/ 11 U and a scheduling
WQvgihkj . The workload utilization D E is 0.26. With
a bounded-delay resource model  , we now consider a scheduling component  Kgihkj% . For the prob-

In our earlier work [17], we developed schedulability
conditions for a periodic workload model and a periodic resource model under EDF and RM scheduling. Now, we
generalize the schedulability conditions so that it can be
used for any partitioned resource model, such as a boundeddelay resource model, as long as the resource model can
calculate its supply bound function accurately,
For a periodic task set  under EDF scheduling, Baruah
et al. [2] proposed a demand bound function that computes
`  +)+ of  for every inthe total resource demand !#"%$>^_>#
terval length ) :
Ged c IKf
a
!#"/$ ^K_>` )+;Q `.fg'Ecb  )

?\ c A (6)

lem of guaranteeing the schedulability of the component
KgihkÞj , a solution space of  is shown as the
gray area in Figure 3(a). That is, for instance, when Q s A w
x s , the scheduling component KgihkÞ
j is
and ÆQy#
schedulable. We obtain such a solution space of 
D
by computing the minimum resource capacity   when the
bounded delay is 1, 10, 20, . . . , 100, using Corollary 1.
For a periodic task set 
under RM scheduling,
Lehoczky et al. [8] proposed a demand bound function
!#"%$>z2{ )+*, that computes the total resource demand of
a task K c for an interval of length ) :

We present the following corollary to their result to provide an exact condition under which the schedulability of
a component 9]gihk'
j can be analyzed for any partitioned resource model  .


a
!#"%$>z{2)+*,;Q\.c  `1|.g1}~ Y )   P\ 
c
E
where @ @*, is a set of higher-priority tasks than K c

Yc 

in 

.

c over a resource model  , the worst-case
c C of K c can be computed as follows:
PcC;Q nomp SP) U
such that !1"/$>z{( +)*,34x-."/$102)+A

For a task K
response time 

We present the following corollary to provide an exact
condition under which the schedulability of a component
9]9
 can be analyzed for any partitioned resource
model  .

Corollary 2 A component 
where >Ql , if and only if

: Kdc 6<

/stH)34

is schedulable,

Y_c !1"/$>z{( +)*,34x-."/$#0()+A

Proof. This corollary simply follows from Theorem 2 in
[17] and can be easily proven by generalizing the proof of
Theorem 2 in [17].
u
As an example, we consider a scheduling component
9 , where  Q S?KJV I s#s/ I1I +K L  -I \ s 1# U ,  Q
 , and  +
Q  . A solution space of a boundeddelay resource model   to guarantee the schedulability of the component 9 is shown as the gray
area in Figure 3(b). That is, for instance, when  Q s A w and
Q 1s , the component  is schedulable. We

obtain such a solution space of   by computing the
D
minimum resource capacity   when the bounded delay
is 1, 10, 20, . . . , 100, using Corollary 2.

4.2 Bounded-Delay Workload Model
In this paper, we consider a compositional real-time
scheduling framework with a bounded-delay model. To develop such a framework with the bounded-delay model, we
essentially need to develop a schedulability condition for a
bounded-delay workload model as to address the component abstraction problem with the bounded-delay workload
model. In this section, we consider the issues of analyzing
the schedulability with the bounded-delay workload model
and present an exact feasibility condition for a scheduling component that consists of the bounded-delay workload
model and a partitioned resource model such as a periodic
or bounded-delay resource model.
Feng and Mok [5] presented a condition under which
the schedulability of a component can be sufficiently analyzed under EDF and RM scheduling, when the component
has a set of bounded-delay workloads and a bounded-delay
resource. Their schedulability techniques are to transform
each bounded-delay workload model into a periodic workload model and then to analyze the schedulability under
EDF and RM scheduling. Following this transformation,
we can use Corollary 1 and 2 for the schedulability analysis
of a component that consists of a bounded-delay workload
model. However, transforming a bounded-delay workload
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Figure 4. The resource demand compare of a
bounded-delay workload  , where xQ
s/A \ and QÚw , and a periodic workload KX Yk\V ,
where Y QÜÛ and \QÚw .

model into a periodic workload model essentially increases
a resource demand, which we now explain in detail.
Feng and Mok [5] defined a bounded-delay model
 to represent resource allocations that guarantees
at least Km units of resource allocations in any interval of
length m ^ for any value of m , i.e., !>Ý-Þ¢ß%
à !  ám  y
"m . From their definition, we can simply obtain the demand bound function !#"/$ +)+ of   that calculates
the minimum acceptable resource demand for an interval
length ) as follows:

(7)
!#"/$_ +)+;Qx3@) G 34u!>Ý]Þ¢ßà/!  )+A
For a periodic workload model K9 Y[\V , its demand
bound function !#"/$  )+ can be defined as follows:
G
G
)36 .Y G \'.Y 
!#"/$ K +)+;Q5 )  GdI Y ,\ \V ifotherwise
n â1ä ] å )F çY æ# I . To safely transform a boundedwhere  Q ã
delay workload model  into a periodic workload
KX Yk\V while preserving the resource demand of  ,
we need to ensure that !#"/$  )+4 !1"/$_@K )+ for all ) . For
instance, one way to safely transform  to KXZY[\V is
given in [13] as follows:

Y Q I2G 

\QM+Y[A

Figure 4 shows that the resource demand of a periodic
workload model cannot be inherently identical to that of a
bounded-delay model, but is supposed be higher to ensure
a safe transformation. Thus, we can see that such a safe
transformation essentially increases a resource demand.
We now consider the issue of analyzing the schedulability of a scheduling component without transforming a

bounded-delay workload model into a periodic workload
model. There has been no known scheduling algorithm
that can directly handle bounded-delay workloads. Thus,
we here consider the problem of analyzing the feasibility
of a scheduling component that consists of a bounded-delay
workload model. Since we consider discrete-time computing devices, we develop an exact feasibility condition for an
extended bounded-delay workload model 
   with
scheduling quantum  .
We note that the demand bound function !#"/$ +)+ of a
bounded-delay resource model  in Eq. (7) is equivalent to
its supply bound function -."/$  )+ in Eq. (2). We apply the
same technique that we used in defining the supply bound
function -."/$[  @)+ of an extended bounded-delay resource
 )+ .
model   , to define its demand bound function !1"/$_V
 +)+ of an
Then, we have the demand bound function !#"/$ V
   as folextended bounded-delay resource model 
lows:

G ) x G^I P
!1"/$ V )+;Q )
 P
where ) is defined in Eq. (4) and (5).

if )36 )
if )36 )

+) H
+)  J 
(8)

Now, we present the following theorem to introduce
an exact feasibility condition for a component that has
a bounded-delay workload set and an extended boundeddelay resource model with scheduling quantum  .
Theorem 3 A component   is feasible, where
=Q S   c  c  c  U , I 4^*;4éè , and  Q    , if
and only if

: )ëêus
a

l

cíì J

!#"/$ N  c )+34x-."/$[  @)+ A

(9)

z
î;áïÞ\'

Proof. We first consider a real-time job
,
where ï is an absolute z released time, \ is an execution
time requirement, and
is an absolute deadline. We
then construct a mapping from an extended boundedc  to a set of real-time jobs
delay workloadz   c  c
Sî cáð  áï cáð  \ cáð  cáð  U such that an individual job î cáðI  corresponds to the  -th scheduling quantum of   c , ]Q
/AAPA .
î cñð  is scheduled, a workload 3
 c reThat is, when a job #
ceives its  -th scheduling quantum allocation. Then, we
î cáð  has a release time of s , an excan consider that the job #
ecution time of  , and a deadline of )cá ð  ^ , where )cá ð  is
 c+)+XQ  GxI + .
the latest time instant ) such that !#"/$ N3
We define such a mapping systematically as follows:

ïVcáð 
where

Qs/\.cñð  Q>

z

and cáð 

Q ) cá ð  


) cñ ð  Q ) cñð  G ), cáð  

such that

) cáð  Q  G^I k c H
 c Q I %PAAAA
We consider ó
 òOQ CS î ác ð  U , I 4 *4ôè , ^Q I /APAA .
Then, the problem of determining whether 9 is

feasible or not is now equivalent to the problem of determining whether óò õòm is feasible or not.
Consider õd
ò Qcgihkj . The demand bound function of an
individual job î cáð  can be given as follows:

z ñc ð  G 
G  4H 3) t z cñð  
z ñc ð  A
Then, the demand bound function of a workload set ó
 ò

øù
!#"%$_³î'cñð  )+;Q÷ö

s
) G  z cñð  G 


under EDF scheduling is simply
úüf û
a l a
!1"/$_ ò +)+;Q
cì J  ì J

if
if
if

@)3z t
 ñc ð 
@) y

!1"/$_³î#cáð  )+

z

where ýc  Q nomp SVÿþ cáð  y ) U .
We can simply determine whether  óòüò is
schedulable or not, according to Corollary 1.
Finally, we have the following equation by the definition
of the mapping from   c to Sî cáð  U :
ú fû
a
!1"/$_V3 c+)+;Q  !1"/$_³#î cáð  )+
ì J
where ýc 

Q nomp SVÿþ z cáð  y ) U .

u

Example 1 Let us consider a workload set 
Q
SV2JN I I F"/ Æw' L  I F-w x# U and a bounded-delay resource
#F /ÁwÞ . According to Theorem 3, this example component    is feasible.
One can see that Theorem 3 is applicable to any resource
model  , if the resource model  can calculate its supply bound function accurately, such as a periodic resource
model.

5 Utilization Bounds
In this section, we consider a schedulable utilization
bound of partitioned resource models. This utilization
bound is particularly suited for on-line acceptance tests.
When checking whether a new periodic task can be scheduled with existing tasks, computing the utilization bound
takes a constant amount of time, much less than the time
required to do an exact schedulability analysis based on
a demand bound function. In our earlier work [17], we

introduced the utilization bounds of a periodic resource
model   under EDF and RM scheduling. However,
there has been no known utilization bounds of a boundeddelay resource model   . In this section, we introduce utilization bounds for a bounded-delay resource model
 .
We note that Mok and Feng [14] presented utilization
bounds of a partitioned resource that is characterized by a
tuple  / , where  is a capacity and  is a temporal irregularity1 . For instance, they provided the following theorem
for an EDF utilization bound of a partitioned resource specified by  .


Theorem 6 in [14] A component  is
schedulable, where =QbSPK c ZY c \ c U , xQ gihkj ,
and  is a partitioned resource with the capacity
of  and the temporal irregularity of  , if

a
\c
`.f,g'E Y c G  4A

We note that the utilization bounds presented in [14], including the above one, are not for a bounded-delay resource
model  , since the temporal irregularity  is not
equal to a partition delay bound . In this paper, we derive utilization bounds of a bounded-delay resource model
 under EDF and RM scheduling.
We present the following theorem to introduce a utilization bound of a bounded-delay resource model  for
a set of periodic tasks under EDF scheduling.
Theorem 4 A component
where 
Q SPK c ZY c \ c U , 
if

D E
4

 b I2G ikj(cml
f

 is schedulable,
Q   , and  Q gihkj ,
where i

n f g'oqEp SY cU A
j(cql Q ` 

Proof. Due to the space limit, we refer to [18] for a full
proof.
u
We present another theorem to introduce a utilization
bound of a bounded-delay resource model  for a
set of periodic tasks under RM scheduling.
Theorem 5 A component  is schedulable,
QÆSPKdc, Y_c+\.cPAAPA+KdldZY l \.l/ U ,  Q   ,
where 
and xQ7 , if

DE 4^ è;   ^
G I G 
b
 l  J  l ?ikj(cml
` f g'E S Y_c U .
where ikj(cmlQ noqp
f

1 We refer interested readers to [14] for the definition of the temporal
irregularity of .
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Figure 5. Utilization bounds of a bounded\
delay resource model _a` bdcfehg , where bjilk)m ,
as a function of n , where noiqpsrutwv#xye , under
EDF and RM scheduling

Proof. Due to the space limit, we refer to [18] for a full
u
proof.
Figure 5 shows how the utilization bounds of the
bounded-delay resource model grow with respect to n under
EDF and RM scheduling, where n represents the relationship between the delay bound e and the smallest period in
the task set p rutwv , nzi{p rut|v x}e . It is shown in the figure
that as n increases, the utilization bounds converge to their
limits which are b under EDF scheduling in Theorem 4 and
~|'da
b under RM scheduling in Theorem 5.

6 Component Abstraction
We formulated the scheduling component abstraction
problem in Section 2 as follows: given a workload set

and a scheduling algorithm  such that a scheduling

component h` cfcfg is schedulable, where a is a
dedicated resource, the problem is to find an “optimal”
resource model (scheduling interface model)  such that

h`
cfcYg is schedulable. We now illustrate how to address this problem. As an example, \ let }us consider a worki`k'k)c-'g[c` k)c
g . We consider
load set
a bounded-delay model _a` bdcfehg as a scheduling interface
model in this example. In addressing the scheduling
com
ponent abstraction problem for a component h` c_cYag ,
we can find a solution _a` bdcfehg to this example problem,
using Corollary 1 if iôgihkj or Corollary 2 if qi  .
In Figure 3, the solution spaces of this example problem are
shown as gray areas depending on lilgihkj or  .
In order to derive an “optimal” solution from the solution
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Figure 6. Scheduling component abstraction
overheads as a function of n under EDF and
RM scheduling, where nip rutwv xye .

Figure 7. Scheduling component abstraction
overheads as a function of workload utilization under EDF and RM scheduling.

space, we now define the optimality criterion as minimizing the resource capacity requirement of a solution when
a resource
period bound is given.2 That is, given a work
load set , a scheduling algorithm  , and a bounded delay range such as el erut|v!ceru9s  such that a schedul
ing component h` cf  cfg is schedulable, the problem
is to find a bounded delay resource model _a` bdcfehg such

that h` c^_cYag is schedulable and ¢¡ is minimized while
ez e rut|v cfe r£ts  .

For a scheduling component h` c^_cYag , we define its
component abstraction overhead as ¢¡¤x}d¥§¦¨ . We performed simulations to evaluate the scheduling and abstraction overheads. For simulation runs, we have used the following settings:

Each point shown in Figure 6, 7, and 8 represents the
mean of 500 simulation results unless specified otherwise.
The 95% confidence intervals for data are within 1-5% of
the means shown in the graphs.
Figure 6 plots the component abstraction overheads as
a function of n , which represents the relationship between
e
è i Û and ¥ i
and psrutwv , i.e., noiqp´rut|v#x}e , where µ
k)m ¶ . We can see that the component abstraction overheads
significantly depend on n .
Figure 7 plots the component abstraction overheads as a
function of workload utilization, where nhi¨¶ and ·
è iÚÛ . It
is shown in the figure that the abstraction overhead is lower
under EDF scheduling than under RM scheduling. We can
see that the workload utilization is not a significant factor to
affect the abstraction overheads.
We also evaluate the component abstraction overheads
with respect to the number of tasks è . Figure 8 shows the
component abstraction overheads as a function of the number of tasks, where n¸i«¶ and ¥ ilk¬m ¶ . As stated earlier,
each point in the graph is the result of 500 simulation runs,
except we performed 200 simulation runs for the case of
è i Û under EDF scheduling. We can see that the com¹
ponent abstraction overheads do not increase as the number
of tasks increases, but begin to decrease at some point.
The implications of our simulation results are that for a
bounded-delay scheduling interface model, its bounded delay is most critical factor for component abstraction overheads, and the workload utilization does not have a relatively considerable impact on the overheads. In addition,
we find that the bounded-delay model is a scalable scheduling interface model in terms of component abstraction overhead.
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is cÆw¬cÛ)c-]x)c , x"w , and  Û .
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Workload Utilization


workload
is k)mw}cfk)m

`T¥®glª
c-mm-m^cfk)m

The utilization of the
.

©

Task Model ¯`°scY±gaª Each task  has a period ° randomly generated in the range [5, 100] and an execution
time ± generated in the range [1, 40].

©

Scheduling Algorithm

` aguª

is EDF or RM.

Delay Bound ( e ): The delay bound e is determined
such that n²i
cÆw¬cÛ)c-]x)c , and x"w , where n³i
p rutwv xye
and p rutwv is the smallest task period of a

workload set .
2 One

can extend the optimality criteria by considering some practical
issues such as minimizing context switch overheads. However, in this paper, we do not consider such additional issues to focus on the main point
of our framework concisely.
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Figure 8. Scheduling component abstraction
overheads as a function of workload size under EDF and RM scheduling.

7 Related Work
In the real-time systems research, there is a growing attention to hierarchical scheduling frameworks [4, 7, 10, 5,
15, 16, 11, 17, 1] that support hierarchical resource sharing
under different scheduling algorithms.
Deng and Liu [4] introduced a two-level hierarchical
scheduling framework where each component (application)
can have any scheduler to schedule its tasks while the system has only the EDF scheduler to schedule components.
For such a framework, Lipari and Baruah [10] presented
exact schedulability conditions, assuming the system scheduler has knowledge of the task-level deadlines of each component. Kuo and Li [7] showed that the RM scheduler can
be used as the system scheduler, only when all periodic
tasks across components are harmonic. None of these study
addressed the component demand abstraction problem.
Mok and Feng [13, 14, 5] proposed a partitioned
resource model for a hierarchical scheduling framework. Their bounded-delay resource partition model
º£`T¢ºucY»hº¼g describes a behavior of a partitioned resource
with reference to a fractional resource a½£`¢º¼g . Their
model can specify the real-time guarantees that a parent
component provides to its child components while any
scheduler can work in the parent component as well as in the
child components. For their framework where a parent component and their child components are cleanly separated,
they presented a sufficient schedulability condition. For a
case where a child component has a fixed-priority scheduler, Saewong et al. [16] presented a schedulability analysis
based on the worst-case response time calculations. These
studies did not address the component demand abstraction

problem.
Lipari and Bini [11] and Shin and Lee [17] proposed in
parallel a periodic resource model for a compositional hierarchical scheduling framework. Their periodic resource
model describes a behavior of a periodic resource and calculates its minimum resource allocations. For a hierarchical scheduling framework where each component can have
any scheduler, they presented exact schedulability conditions such that a component is schedulable if and only if its
maximum resource demand is no greater than the minimum
resource supply given to the component. 3 Based on this
schedulability analysis, they both considered the problem of
composing the collective real-time requirements of a component into a single real-time requirement by their periodic
resource model. Almeida and Pedreiras [1] considered an
issue of efficiently solving the component abstraction problem with a periodic scheduling interface model. This paper extends these initial studies by clearly defining a compositional scheduling framework, adding another scheduling interface model, and investigating the overheads that a
scheduling interface model incurs in terms of utilization increase.
Regehr and Stankovic [15] introduced another hierarchical scheduling framework that considers various kinds of
real-time guarantees. Their work focused on converting one
kind of guarantee to another kind of guarantee such that
whenever the former is satisfied, the latter is satisfied. With
their conversion rules, the schedulability of the child component is sufficiently analyzed such that it is schedulable
if its parent component provides real-time guarantees that
can be converted to the real-time guarantee that the child
component demands. They assumed it is given the realtime guarantee which a child component demands and did
not consider the problem of deriving the real-time demands
from the child component, which we address in this paper.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we defined the problems to develop a compositional real-time scheduling framework and presented
our approaches to the problems. In addition to a periodic model, we showed that a bounded-delay model can be
used as a scheduling interface model for a compositional
scheduling framework. We believe that a bounded-delay
workload model can be useful to model non-periodic realtime workloads, when we have efficient scheduling mechanisms to schedule the bounded-delay workloads. Thus, our
future work is to develop a simple scheduling algorithm that
can efficiently schedule bounded-delay workloads.
3 Lipari and Bini presented their schedulability condition as a sufficient
condition. However, we consider it as an exact condition based on our
notion of schedulability.

In this paper, we consider scheduling interface models
for hard real-time component-based systems. Our future
work includes extending our framework for soft real-time
component-based systems. This raises the issues of developing soft real-time models for component demand abstraction problems. Soft real-time task models such as the
`D¾¿cfn)g -firm deadline model [6] and the weakly hard task
model [3] can be useful to develop component demand abstraction models for compositional soft real-time scheduling framework. In this paper, we assume that each task is
independent. However, tasks may interact with each other
through communications and synchronizations. We also
consider extending our framework to deal with this issue.
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